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Abstract  1 
Visuo-motor impairments characterize numerous neurological disorders and neuro-2 
genetic syndromes, such as Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), Dravet, Fragile-X, 3 
Prader-Willi, Turner and Williams syndrome. Despite recent advances in systems 4 
neuroscience, the biological basis underlying visuo-motor functional impairments 5 
associated with these clinical conditions is poorly understood. In this study, we used 6 
neuroimaging connectomic approaches to map the visuo-motor integration (VMI) 7 
system in the human brain, and investigated the topology approximation of the VMI 8 
network to the Allen Human Brain Atlas, a whole-brain transcriptome-wide atlas of 9 
cortical genetic expression. We found the genetic expression of 4 genes – TBR1, 10 
SCN1A, MAGEL2 and CACNB4 – to be prominently associated with visuo-motor 11 
integrators in the human cortex. TBR1 gene transcripts, an ASD gene whose expression 12 
is related to neural development of the cortex and the hippocampus, showed a central 13 
spatial allocation within the VMI system. Our findings delineate gene expression traits 14 
underlying the VMI system in the human cortex, where specific genes, such as TBR1, 15 
are likely to play a central role on its neuronal organization, as well as on specific 16 
phenotypes of neuro-genetic syndromes.  17 
Significance 1 
Previous research has explored the association between behavioral disorders and 2 
dysfunction in corresponding neural network. For example, Autism Spectrum Disorder, 3 
Prader-Willi syndrome and Dravet syndrome are characterized by behavioral deficits in 4 
the visuo-motor integration system. To date, few investigations have combined brain 5 
connectomic-genetic data to investigate the biological basis of childhood 6 
neurodevelopment and clinical syndromes. The present study provides evidence of a 7 
link between expression of malfunctioning genes associated with these syndromes (i.e., 8 
TBR1, SCN1A, MAGEL2 and CACNB4) and cortical distribution across regions 9 
devoted to integrating visual and motor information (i.e., the lateral occipital cortex, 10 
OP4 and intraparietal sulcus). We suggest this altered gene expression may underlie 11 
brain network dysfunction which, in turn, leads to behavioral deficits.  12 
Introduction 1 
Convergence of visual and motor neural circuits is fundamental for successful 2 
adaptation in humans. On a moment-to-moment basis, appropriate adjustment to a 3 
changing environment relies on a perception-action cycle, that is, the ability to process 4 
sensorial inputs and produce coherent motor responses. Not surprisingly, altered visuo-5 
motor integration (VMI) has a profound functional impact on daily life motoric 6 
behaviors. A wide variety of neurological disorders and neuro-genetic syndromes have 7 
been associated with VMI dysfunction within the perception-action cycle. For example, 8 
syndromes such as Dravet (1-3), Fragile-X (4), Prader-Willi (5-7), Turner (8-10), 9 
Williams syndrome (11,12) and ASD (13,14) are characterized by compromised VMI in 10 
terms of the ability to interactively coordinate visual perception and fine motor skills 11 
(15-16). Though a great variety of genes have been proposed as a possible etiology for 12 
these syndromes (see SI Appendix, Table S1), some present phenotypic overlap and 13 
comorbidity between them (e.g., Autism Spectrum Disorder and Fragile-X, Prader-14 
Willi, Turner) (17-19). This under-appreciated pattern suggests the possibility that 15 
specific genetic backgrounds and interactions between genes could have direct effects 16 
on VMI-related circuits, in turn manifesting as atypical cognitive-behavioral adaptations 17 
to the changing environment. 18 
To date, it remains unknown what genetic traits support the human VMI system. 19 
Following well-known clinical characterizations of the aforementioned neuro-genetic 20 
syndromes (ASD, Dravet, Fragile-X, Prader-Willi, Turner and Williams Syndrome), we 21 
hypothesized that the VMI network must overlap with specific patterns of gene 22 
expression along the brain’s functional architecture, setting a substratum for typical and 23 
atypical VMI functioning. In this study, we aimed to first describe the cortical 24 
functional network that supports the visuo-motor integration system using a graph 25 
theory analysis based on functional connectivity MRI both at rest and task. Briefly, 26 
Cohort 1 participants completed a finger-tapping task during MRI scanning (see 27 
Methods and SI Appendix for more detailed information). The task consisted of 28 
learning and reproducing sequences of finger movements, thus integrating visual 29 
information and motor performance. Colored circles, which assigned a color to each 30 
finger, were used to present the sequence of finger movements (color 1: little finger, 31 
color 2: ring finger, color 3: middle finger, color 4: index finger). The only data used in 32 
our analysis was that which related to the ordered sequence of movements (e.g.: 1-2-3-33 
4-1-2-3-4) and the bimanual performance. Secondly, we used the Allen Human Brain 1 
Atlas (AHBA) (20) and genetic enrichment analyses (21) to examine genetic expression 2 
patterns delineated by the cortical map related to the visuo-motor integration system. 3 
Thirdly, we investigated the association between gene expression patterns of the VMI 4 
network and genes previously associated with neuro-genetic syndromes characterized 5 
by VMI impairments. In summary, we used a large-scale neuroimaging-connectomic-6 
genetic strategy to unveil the brain connectivity supporting the VMI system and then 7 
uncovered the protein-coding genes whose gene expression profiles were most related 8 
to this system. 9 
Results 10 
Visuo-Motor Integration Maps. After performing a whole-brain voxel-level analysis of 11 
the VMI task, we found significant activation in lateral inferior and middle occipital 12 
cortex (BA 19, 37); sensorimotor cortex (BA 2, 3, 4 6); posterior middle temporal gyrus 13 
(BA 20, 21, 37), parietal opercula (OP1 to OP4), angular and supramarginal parietal 14 
cortices (BA 39, 40); supplementary motor area and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex 15 
(BA 24, 32), bilateral cerebellum (area 6, area 8, vermis 6, 7 and 8); and bilateral 16 
posterior fusiform gyri (BA 19) (Cohort 1, significance corrected threshold at q<0.001 17 
False Discovery Rate (FDR); Fig. 1A).  18 
Next, we calculated the brain areas that interconnect V1 and M1 using Stepwise 19 
Functional Connectivity (SFC), that is, areas that accumulate a high significant number 20 
of connections toward both, V1 and M1 concurrently (significance corrected threshold 21 
at q<0.001 FDR; Fig. 1A). This whole-brain voxel-level analysis was performed 22 
independently in task MRI data (Cohort 1) and resting-state MRI data (Cohort 2). We 23 
found that specific regions of the cerebral cortex display visuo-motor interconnector 24 
properties, namely, the medial and lateral inferior occipital gyri (BA 17, 18, 19); middle 25 
occipito-temporal cortex (BA 37); sensorimotor cortex (BA 2, 3, 4, 6); bilateral 26 
posterior fusiform gyrus (BA 19); precuneus and posterior cingulate gyrus; parietal 27 
opercula (OP1 to OP4), angular and supramarginal parietal cortices (BA 39, 40); 28 
supplementary motor area and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (BA 24, 32); and anterior 29 
insula / inferior frontal cortex (BA 47, 48, 44, 45).  30 
Finally, we obtained a consensus VMI map by averaging the normalized multimodal 31 
images, that is, the task activation, task connectivity and resting-state connectivity 32 
maps, which highlighted the common brain areas involved in the performance of our 1 
VMI task and the interconnectivity between V1 and M1 (Fig. 1B). Medial occipital 2 
regions, specific areas of the motor cortex (BA 4 to BA 6), regions of the posterior to 3 
anterior cingulate gyrus including part of the precuneus, perisylvian areas (OP1 to OP4), 4 
and posterior to anterior insula and ventro-lateral inferior frontal gyrus were all found to 5 
be related to the integration of the visual and motor systems. 6 
Genes with Cortical Expression within the Visuo-Motor Integration System. The VMI 7 
map displayed a high spatial similarity with 485 genes along the entire cerebral 8 
transcriptome of 20,737 genes from the AHBA. A Gene Ontology (GO) Protein 9 
Analysis Through Evolutionary Relationships (PANTHER) overrepresentation analysis 10 
of these 485 genes identified significant roles in specific Biological Processes and 11 
Cellular Components annotations (binomial test; significance corrected threshold at 12 
q<0.05 FDR; and fold enrichment (FE) >2). Particularly, we found that cell 13 
communication by electrical coupling, as well as different domains of the cellular 14 
transmembrane transport drove the main Biological Processes of the reported genes 15 
(Fig. 1C). This set of genes displayed an over-representation of specific Cellular 16 
Components circumscribed to insulin receptor complex (FE=26.75), Na/P exchanging 17 
ATPase (FE=14.86), cation channel complex (FE=2.97), as well as key parts of neurons 18 
such as neuronal cell body membrane (FE=8.26), axon (FE=2.03), and GABA-ergic 19 
synapse (FE=4.57). Moreover, we discovered that the cortical expression of four a 20 
priori genes selected from neuro-genetic syndromes with VMI alterations – TBR1 21 
(r=0.606; Fig. 1D), SCN1A (r=0.526), MAGEL2 (r=0.499), and CACNB4 (r=0.489) 22 
(see SI Appendix, Fig. S1) – had high spatial similarity with the VMI map (Fig. 1C; 23 
significance corrected threshold at q<0.001 FDR). An interactome-based validation 24 
approach with independent gene-gene interaction profiles demonstrated that TBR1, and 25 
to a lesser extent CACNB4 and MAGEL2, was centrally localized in its position within 26 
the genetic interaction network of the VMI-related genes (Fig. 2A and B). Results of 27 
another visualization approach are presented in see SI Appendix, Fig. S2. A 28 
visualization of the cortical distribution of the transcripts of TBR1, SCN1A, MAGEL2, 29 
and CACNB4 appears in SI Appendix, Fig S3.  30 
Discussion 31 
Successful performance of a variety of daily common tasks relies on the smooth 1 
interaction between visual processing and motor responses. Different neuro-clinical 2 
phenotypes and neuro-genetic syndromes have been related to behavioral deficits in the 3 
visuo-motor integration (VMI) system (e.g., ASD: 22; Dravet Syndrome: 23, 3; Prader-4 
Willi Syndrome: 6), or processes closely related to VMI, such as visual perception and 5 
fine motor coordination, or other cortical processes like motor inhibition and sustained 6 
attention (24). In this study, we aimed to close the gap in the understanding of the 7 
biological process behind perception-to-action in humans, and characterize the genetic 8 
basis underlying the integration of visual and motor functions. By doing so, we have 9 
delineated the cortical genetic background associated with VMI, where specific genes, 10 
such as TBR1, are likely to play a central role in its neuronal organization.  11 
Visuo-Motor Integration Network: Anatomical and Connectomic Theories. During 12 
the last few decades there has been a growing interest in studying and characterizing 13 
how the brain links perception-to-action (25). While segregation approaches, in which 14 
sensory and motor systems are studied in isolation, have been beneficial for 15 
understanding the numerous mechanisms that mediate functions of modal systems, there 16 
is a need for approaches that assess their direct integration in order to better understand 17 
brain system function, particularly in syndromes characterized by compromised goal-18 
directed behavior. This is one of the main contributions of the present research: a 19 
connectomic approach was used to link brain activity during performance of a VMI task 20 
with brain anatomy and connectivity at rest. The finger-tapping task was used as an easy 21 
to implement task to study how brain processes visual information and produces 22 
coherent motor responses according to task goals. The brain network supporting the 23 
finger-tapping task highly overlapped with resting-state functional connectivity of the 24 
primary visual cortex and the primary motor area. A final consensus map allowed us to 25 
describe a fine-tuned map of the VMI regions in the human brain. This emphasized the 26 
role of the lateral occipital, intra-parietal sulcus (IPS) and perisylvian regions in the OP 27 
and frontal operculum areas as the main regions supporting the topology of the VMI 28 
network. Activity in the lateral occipital cortex has been associated with specific object 29 
representations in the visual cortex (26). This area responds to both visual and haptic 30 
object recognition, and the response is greater when the object is presented in these 31 
modalities at the same time (27-29). OP4 has been identified as a key region for 32 
sensorimotor integration (30, 31). Its activity has been associated with hand visuo-motor 33 
stimulation (32, 33), finger object manipulation, discrimination and recognition (34, 1 
35), as well as motor learning and visual perceptual-related functions after motor 2 
learning (36, 37). The intraparietal sulcus is a well-described attention area that supports 3 
the integration of visual inputs and cognitive information by using priority maps (e.g., 4 
38-43). At the functional level, the intraparietal sulcus has been related to visuomotor 5 
integration in studies involving static (44) and moving objects (45). 6 
Neuroimaging evidence found in the present research is well aligned with cognitive 7 
theories related with visual processing, motor programming, and the integration of 8 
visual and motor information, for example, the dorsal and ventral pathways of 9 
information processing (46) or the mirror neuron system (47). In accordance with 10 
results from the current study, previous research has found strong connectivity between 11 
parietal and premotor areas (48-50); also, a multimodal integration network comprising 12 
frontal, parietal and temporo-parietal areas has been described (51, 52). Accordingly, 13 
we found that brain areas were visual and motor information converge – the lateral 14 
occipital, the IPS and perisylvian regions in the OP and frontal operculum – delineate 15 
the VMI network. 16 
Neuroimaging-Genetics of the Visuo-Motor Integration System. The combination 17 
of neuroimaging and genetic information is a promising tool for discovering key 18 
biological features of the VMI brain system. Using our consensus map and the AHBA, 19 
we were able to identify a set of genes whose cortical expression had highly significant 20 
spatial similarity to the VMI network. We observed that this VMI-spatially-related gene 21 
set exhibited cellular overrepresented functionalities in key domains for cellular and 22 
neuronal communicability (e.g. membrane transport, axons of neurons, or GABAergic 23 
synapses). Importantly, among all the genes detected, we found that the cortical 24 
expression of four genes from our pre-selected group of neuro-genetic syndromes – 25 
TBR1 [ASD (53, 54)], MAGEL2 [Prader-Willi Syndrome (53, 54)], SCN1A and 26 
CACNB4 [Dravet Syndrome (3, 55-59)] – displayed a high spatial overlap with the 27 
VMI map. While the exact implications of these four genes in VMI remain speculative, 28 
all of them are known to support molecular functions crucial for optimal development 29 
and communication between neurons. For instance, TBR1 expression has been related 30 
to the control of neural development in different brain regions (60-61). Previous studies 31 
have uncovered the genetic link between TBR1 and increased risk for ASD (53, 62). At 32 
the behavioral level, several studies have found VMI deficits (22, 63, 64) and motor 33 
impairment in individuals presenting with ASD (65, 66). It is likely that the high 1 
expression of TBR1 in the VMI network may result in neuronal changes impacting its 2 
functionality, conferring prototypic behavioral phenotypes in ASD individuals. 3 
Moreover, almost one fifth of patients with Prader-Willi Syndrome also present ASD 4 
symptoms, and MAGEL2 mutations could be the cause of this comorbidity (54, 67, 68) 5 
MAGEL2, which is predominantly expressed in the brain, has been associated with 6 
neuronal differentiation and neuronal maintenance (69, 70). Similar to ASD, individuals 7 
with Prader-Willi Syndrome present VMI difficulties, including impairments in visual 8 
perception and motor coordination (5-7, 24, 71-72). In these patients, VMI abilities 9 
decline with age (5,6). Finally, some associations could be made between the alteration 10 
of voltage-gated sodium channels - which can lead to nervous system disorders, such as 11 
Dravet syndrome - and SCN1A mutations that cause functional impairments in the 12 
inter-communicability of brain neurons through GABAergic connectivity (59, 73-78). 13 
Moreover, CACNB4 mutations –also related to Dravet syndrome - are biologically 14 
related to calcium channels, which control synaptic transmission at neuronal terminals 15 
(55, 58). The combination of SCN1A and CACNB4 mutations may result in particularly 16 
aggravated clinical conditions associated with Dravet syndrome (55, 79). During the 17 
early stages of Dravet syndrome, there is often a disruption of neuronal 18 
communicability, which produces early visual and visuo-motor dysfunctionality (3). 19 
Overall, our findings provide insights about the potential neurobiological bases for 20 
common VMI impairments in specific neuro-genetic syndromes. We report 485 genes 21 
associated with VMI; candidate genes requiring further exploration to investigate 22 
potential novel genotypes associated with these and other VMI-related disorders. Future 23 
studies with larger sample sizes and/or specific clinical cohorts featuring some of the 24 
syndromes studied here (i.e. ASD, Prader-Willi Syndrome or Dravet Syndrome) would 25 
be ideal in this regard. The methodological approach used here could also be used for 26 
studying other phenotypic features in these and other central nervous system syndromes. 27 
Further investigation may help close the gap between observed symptoms and 28 
biological underpinnings. In future years, high-resolution brain transcriptomic data, like 29 
the AHBA, will likely become more widely available. This increased availability would 30 
improve our ability to understand how the brain functions across multiple scales, 31 
particularly in the interaction between genetic expression and functional network 32 
processing. 33 
Conclusions. Our characterization of multimodal interactions (visual and motor 1 
cortices) in a specific VMI network facilitates the study of perception-to-action 2 
processes and allows the investigation of its underlying neurobiology. We first studied 3 
the neuroimaging-genetic relationships across the cortical mantle, following the 4 
framework that VMI is shaped by topological overlap between brain activity (goal-5 
directed and spontaneous), connectivity, and genetic interactions. Although additional 6 
experimental work is needed to fully understand the relationship between genes of the 7 
VMI network system and behavioral impairment, we have described key intersections 8 
between the VMI and cortical genes with the help of the AHBA and clinical-genetic 9 
knowledge of several neuro-genetic syndromes. We showed that our findings regarding 10 
TBR1 (ASD), and to a lesser extent MAGEL2 (Prader-Willi), SCN1A (Dravet) and 11 
CACNB4 (Dravet), are not only relevant protein-coding genes within the neuronal 12 
systems of VMI, but are also likely important in the understanding of VMI impairments 13 
and neurocognitive development of the VMI cortical system.  14 
Methods 1 
Participants. We used data from two different cohorts. Cohort 1 consisted of 23 2 
participants (8/15 female/male; mean age=56.39 years old, standard deviation, 3 
SD=8.60; range=42-74) that completed a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 4 
experiment comprising of a high-resolution anatomical scan and a task-activation scan. 5 
All participants included in the sample were right-handed (80) and had normal or 6 
corrected-to-normal vision. Additionally, all participants were screened for neurological 7 
or psychiatric history and reported no past or current drug use. Participants provided 8 
written informed consent and all research protocols were approved by the University of 9 
Navarra Research Ethics Committee. Cohort 2 consisted of 23 participants (8/15 F/M; 10 
mean age=56.70 years old, SD=9.00; range=41-75) from The Brain Genomics 11 
Superstruct Project database (http://neuroinformatics.harvard.edu/gsp). Participants in 12 
cohort 2 were selected according to their handedness (right-handed), age and sex 13 
according to match characteristics of Cohort 1. Participants in Cohort 2 completed a full 14 
MRI and neuropsychological protocol [details available on (81)]. Only the high-15 
resolution anatomical scan and the resting-state scan were used in the present study.  16 
Functional MRI Task, Data Acquisition and Image Pre-processing. Visuo-motor 17 
integration task, data acquisition and image pre-processing details are provided in 18 
Supporting Information.  19 
Image Post-processing 20 
Task Activation Analysis. The task activation effects in each voxel were estimated by 21 
the General Linear Model and by modeling the data at the block level (SPM12 22 
Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, England; 23 
www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). The blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal 24 
was estimated through the convolution of the stimuli with the canonical hemodynamic 25 
response function (HRF). Six motion realignment parameters were included to explain 26 
signal variations due to head motion, that is, as covariates of no interest. From the 27 
ordered sequence of movements, the first-level analyses resulted in two contrast images: 28 
1) visual condition and 2) execution condition. In second-level analyses a mean image 29 
of the tapping task was obtained after conducting a whole-brain one-sample t-test 30 
analysis. The results were q<0.05 FDR voxel-level corrected. The corrected task-31 
activation map was normalized using a z-score normalization approach. 32 
Stepwise Functional Connectivity Analysis. The Stepwise Functional Connectivity 1 
(SFC) analysis has been described as a network analysis technique to investigate the 2 
integration of information from different brain systems at the functional connectivity 3 
level (52). In the present study, SFC analysis was used to describe a functional 4 
connectivity pathway that supports the integration of perception-action processes, more 5 
specifically the integration of visual and motor connectivity. In-house developed coding 6 
was used for SFC analysis that was run in Matlab software (Matlab R2015b, Natick, 7 
Massachusetts: The MathWorks Inc.). Briefly, a mask of 6,185 voxels covering the 8 
entire brain was used and SFC analyses were conducted at the individual level: (i) 9 
obtain connectivity matrices by calculating Pearson product-moment correlation 10 
coefficients (r-values and their p-values) for the time course of all brain voxels in a 11 
pairwise manner, obtaining the r-value matrix and the p-value matrix for each 12 
participant and each set of images; (ii) retain positive correlations to eliminate 13 
deleterious associations between voxels due to interpretational ambiguity (82, 83); (iii) 14 
correct each individual’s connectivity matrix by controlling for the rate of false 15 
positives with a FDR approach [(84); a q<0.001 FDR correction was applied to the p-16 
values matrix, resulting in only r-values with corrected p-values)]. These final 17 
individual association matrices (i.e., corrected p-value matrices as weighted graphs) 18 
were used for the SFC analysis (represented as a simplified brain graph in Fig. 3B). For 19 
the subsequent SFC analysis, seed regions located in the primary visual cortex (left V1: 20 
MNI -6 -77 11; right V1: MNI 10 -77 9) and primary motor cortex (left M1: MNI: -30 -21 
13 65 and right M1: MNI 34 -13 65) were defined as 3 mm radius spheres. The 22 
coordinates of the seed regions were extracted from previous literature devoted to the 23 
study of visual and motor functional pathways (51). This study confirmed that these 24 
seed locations are able to detect the modularity of the visual and motor cortices 25 
(represented as yellow and green dots in the brain graphs in Fig. 3B). A binary mask 26 
was created for each seed region, one mask containing the left hemisphere seeds: V1 27 
and M1; and the other mask containing the right hemisphere seeds: V1 and M1. SFC 28 
identifies brain regions connected to specified seed regions (i.e., nodes) at different step 29 
distances (i.e., links or edges), where the number of steps equals the number of edges 30 
needed for connecting one brain voxel to a target node (52). First, at the individual level 31 
and in a voxel-wise approach, the weighted degree of stepwise connectivity was 32 
calculated by summing the weight of edges from a given single brain voxel to both seed 33 
regions (left V1-M1 or right V1-M1). The edges included were those with a length of 34 
one-link step (i.e., a direct connection) or a length of two-link steps (i.e., an indirect 1 
connection) (see small diagram in bottom-right of Fig. 3B).  2 
Direct connectivity for voxel i was computed as: 3 
 𝐷𝐶(𝑖) = ∑ 𝐹𝐶(𝑠, 𝑖)𝑠  4 
where FC is the FDR thresholded functional connectivity matrix (FDR 5 
corrected), and s is each voxel within each seed mask.  6 
Indirect connectivity for voxel i was computed as:  7 
 𝐼𝐶(𝑖) =
∑ ∑ 𝐹𝐶(𝑠, 𝑗) ∗ 𝐹𝐶(𝑗, 𝑖)𝑛𝑗=1  𝑠
max (𝐹𝐶 ∗ 𝐹𝐶)
 8 
where n is the number of voxels in the brain.  9 
Second, the connectivity degree of all one- and two-link step distances was 10 
calculated and set aside as interconnector SFC matrices, which expressed the total 11 
number of direct and indirect [at two steps] links from each interconnector node to V1 12 
and M1. The direct interconnector SFC matrix was computed as: 13 
𝐼𝐷𝐶(𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑ 𝐹𝐶(𝑖, 𝑠)𝐹𝐶(𝑠, 𝑗)
𝑠
 14 
And, the indirect interconnector SFC matrix was computed as: 15 
𝐼𝐼𝐶(𝑖, 𝑗) =
∑ ( ∑ 𝐹𝐶(𝑖, 𝑘) ∗ 𝐹𝐶(𝑘, 𝑠)𝑛𝑘=1  ∑ 𝐹𝐶(𝑠, 𝑙) ∗ 𝐹𝐶(𝑙, 𝑗)
𝑛
𝑙=1  ) 𝑠
max (𝐹𝐶 ∗ 𝐹𝐶)
 16 
Finally, the mean interconnector map was computed using the normalized z-17 
score version, using the following equations:  18 
Normalized direct interconnector map 𝐷𝐼(𝑖) =
(∑ 𝐼𝐷𝐶(𝑖,𝑗)𝑛𝑗=1 )−𝑚
s
  19 
where 𝑚 =
∑ ∑ 𝐼𝐷𝐶(𝑖,𝑗)𝑛𝑗=1
𝑛
𝑖=1
n
 and 𝑠 = √
∑ (∑ 𝐼𝐷𝐶(𝑖,𝑗)𝑛𝑗=1 −𝑚)
2𝑛
𝑖=1
n
  20 
Normalized indirect interconnector map 𝐼𝐼(𝑖) =
(∑ 𝐼𝐼𝐶(𝑖,𝑗)𝑛𝑗=1 )−𝑚
s
  21 
where 𝑚 =
∑ ∑ 𝐼𝐼𝐶(𝑖,𝑗)𝑛𝑗=1
𝑛
𝑖=1
n
 and 𝑠 = √
∑ (∑ 𝐼𝐼𝐶(𝑖,𝑗)𝑛𝑗=1 −𝑚)
2𝑛
𝑖=1
n
 22 
From this analysis, two interconnector SFC maps were obtained for each data set 23 
(task or resting-state): one for left V1-M1 and one for right V1-M1. This analytical 24 
strategy determined the nodal interconnectors that link V1 and M1 in the entire cortex in 25 
the task and rest connectivity data. A final consensus visuo-motor integration network 26 
map was obtained by calculating the mean map of the normalized task-activation map, 1 
task-connectivity SFC map, and rest-connectivity SFC map.  2 
Combination of Neuroimaging and Allen Human Brain Atlas  3 
Spatial Similarity Analysis. We used the Allen Human Brain Atlas (AHBA) to 4 
investigate the spatial similarities between protein-coding genetic profiles and our VMI 5 
consensus map (Fig. 3C and D). The AHBA provides whole-brain genome-wide 6 
expression patterns for six human subjects (85). For the spatial similarity strategy, we 7 
used the surface anatomical transformation of the transcription profiles, which includes 8 
20,737 protein-coding genes, based on 58,692 measurements of gene expression in 9 
3,702 brain samples obtained from those 6 adult human subjects (86). The surface 10 
anatomical transformation is based on the 68 cortical regions of the Desikan-Killiany 11 
atlas (87), which covers the entire cortex and uses individual vectors of the median 12 
cortical expression of the genes across the 68 cortical regions (Fig. 3C). The spatial 13 
similarity analysis was done by means of Matlab in-house developed coding (Matlab 14 
R2015b, Natick, Massachusetts: The MathWorks Inc.). The aim of the spatial similarity 15 
analysis was to find which genes, from the 20,737 genes of the AHBA, had a cortical 16 
expression that matched the brain regions identified in the VMI network map. We built 17 
a null hypothesis distribution by comparing the entire transcriptome with the VMI 18 
network map. Then, we detected which genes conferring risk for specific neuro-genetic 19 
syndromes surpassed a significant spatial correlation value in the upper-tail of the null 20 
hypothesis distribution (threshold of r-value > 1.96 standard deviations; red area in Fig. 21 
3D). The a priori neurodevelopmental syndromes studied were: ASD, Dravet, Fragile-22 
X, Prader-Willi, Turner and Williams. An individual list of the chromosomes impaired 23 
in each syndrome along with the genes selected (also called Visuo-Motor Syndromic 24 
Genes throughout the text; N=80) within the chromosomes for this study was based on 25 
GeneReviews (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK1116 as of June, 2018; SI 26 
Appendix, Table S1). Next, we used a resampling strategy to calculate the corrected p-27 
value of each similarity comparison between specific genes and the VMI network map. 28 
We used Matlab’s random permutation function and 1,000 iterations to probe if solid 29 
topological associations exist between targeted genes and the VMI map. The random 30 
permutation analysis was calculated over: (i) each gene’s median cortical expression 31 
extracted from the Allen Human Brain Atlas across the 68 cortical regions included in 32 
the surface anatomical transformation based on the Desikan-Killiany atlas; (ii) the 33 
visuo-motor integration network map data. Then, for each run of the resampling 1 
analysis, the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was calculated between 2 
the abovementioned variables. Finally, a probability distribution with the results of the 3 
resampling analysis was computed for each gene. The statistical significance of spatial 4 
VMI and genetic similarity score of each individual gene was corrected using a FDR 5 
approach (84); a q<0.001 FDR correction was applied to the p-values matrix; Fig. 1 and 6 
SI Appendix, Fig. S1). As a complementary strategy, we tested whether the probability 7 
of our correlation values obtained between the genes and the consensus map were due to 8 
chance. We generated 1,000 random maps based on the same spatial smoothing level as 9 
the one in the consensus map. Then, we obtained the null hypothesis distribution of 10 
similarity scores with these random maps and corrected all p-values with a FDR 11 
approach (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). 12 
Biological Processes of Genes Mediating Visuo-Motor Integration. The list of genes 13 
whose spatial cortical expression demonstrated high spatial correlation with the VMI 14 
network was entered in a Gene Ontology (GO) term enrichment analysis tool 15 
(http://geneontology.org; ref. 88). GO is a genetic annotation resource dedicated to 16 
investigating gene functionalities. In the present research, we used the annotation 17 
systems of biological processes and cellular components within GO to characterize our 18 
findings. Biological Processes are focused on “biological programs accomplished by 19 
multiple molecular activities” (88), that is, gene actions that lead to specific objectives, 20 
which are done under regulated procedures and temporal sequences. Cellular 21 
Components are focused on “the locations relative to cellular structures in which a gene 22 
product performs a function” (88). We computed a Protein Analysis Through 23 
Evolutionary Relationships (PANTHER) Overrepresentation Test (21) within the term 24 
enrichment analysis tool of the GO resource using the list of genes whose spatial 25 
cortical expression demonstrated high spatial correlation with the VMI network. The 26 
PANTHER resource classifies protein sequences of genes in terms of their evolutionary 27 
history and function; making it possible to formulate inferences about these gene 28 
functions [(a detailed description of PANTHER is available on (21)]. During the 29 
PANTHER Overrepresentation Test, the Homo Sapiens list (with all the genes included 30 
in the database) was selected as the reference list and the GO Biological Processes and 31 
Cellular Components were selected as the annotation data sets. A binomial test was then 32 
conducted (p<0.05 FDR-corrected) for each annotation data set. The results of the 33 
analysis were based on their relative term enrichment, which represents to what extent 1 
each annotation is statistically represented in a set of given genes.  2 
Interactome Analysis. Using an interactome approach, we validated our genetic 3 
findings beyond their spatial co-localizations with the VMI cortical map. We used 4 
Genemania [http://www.genemania.org; (ref. 89)] and Cytoscape [www.cytoscape.org; 5 
(ref. 90)] software to perform an interactome analysis and degree centrality assessment 6 
of the set of genes obtained in the Spatial Similarity Analysis. We used the 7 
Genemania’s composite gene-gene interaction profile from co-expressions, co-8 
localizations, genetic interactions, pathways, predicted physical interactions, and shared 9 
protein domains (89).   10 
Materials, data and code availability  1 
 2 
Neuroimaging data 3 
The neuroimaging dataset acquired during the task-MRI paradigm is available from the 4 
corresponding author (J.S. sepulcre@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) upon request, and the 5 
dataset acquired during the resting-state MRI paradigm from the Human Connectome 6 
Project website (https://www.humanconnectomeproject.org). 7 
 8 
Genetic data 9 
The genetic data that supports the findings of this study is available from the Allen 10 
Human Brain Atlas website (https://human.brain-map.org). 11 
 12 
Code availability 13 
All codes for imaging analysis are available for the research community from the 14 
corresponding author (J.S. sepulcre@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) upon request.  15 
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Figure legends 1 
Figure 1. Neuroimaging-genetics results. (I) Three FDR-corrected source brain maps 2 
were used for determining the visuo-motor integration network. The top panel displays 3 
the task-fMRI activation results related to conducting group-level analysis of a finger-4 
tapping task. The middle panel shows the task-functional connectivity results associated 5 
with the same finger-tapping task. The bottom panel shows the resting-state Functional 6 
Connectivity results of an independent sample. Each analysis result is displayed in left 7 
and right cortical hemispheric surfaces, with lateral and medial projections, and a clear 8 
brain colour scale (minimum=2% and maximum=98% threshold visualization). (II) 9 
Visuo-motor integrators. Left and right cortical hemispheric surfaces of the visuo-motor 10 
integration network map as a result of combining the three source brain maps (from I): 11 
task activation, task connectivity and rest connectivity. Letters mark the lateral occipital 12 
cortex (a and d), the OP4 (c and f) and the intraparietal sulcus (b, e, and black dotted 13 
line). Lateral, medial and flat projections were used in a clear brain colour scale 14 
(min=2% and max=98% threshold visualization). (III) Syndromic genes linked to the 15 
visuo-motor integration network. Left panel: the similarity distribution represents the 16 
results of the topographical similarity analysis between the visuo-motor integration 17 
network cortical map and the brain transcriptome map (cortical gene expression map of 18 
~20,000 protein-coding genes). Genes with high cortical expression within the visuo-19 
motor integration network have high similarity score (red dotted line above 1.96 20 
standard deviations). Right panel: fold enrichment (FE) representation of the Gene 21 
Ontology biological profiles of the genes with high cortical expression within the visuo-22 
motor integration network (FE>2; statistically significant FDR-corrected q<0.05). (IV) 23 
TBR1 gene and the VMI network. Bottom panel: scatterplot showing the topographical 24 
similarity relationship between the visuo-motor integration network map and the 25 
cortical gene expression of the TBR1 gene across the Desikan-Killiany atlas (linear 26 
fit=red dotted line). Top panel: null distribution of the topographical similarity based on 27 
a resampling random permutation approach. The red dotted arrow marks the similarity 28 
coefficient and the statistically significant p-value of the topographical similarity 29 
relationship between the visuo-motor integration network map and the cortical gene 30 
expression of the TBR1 gene. Figure abbreviations: L=left; R=right; min=minimum; 31 
max=maximum; SS=spatial similarity; VMI=visuo-motor integration. 32 
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Figure 2. Genetic network analysis. (I) The protein-coding genes from the Allen 1 
Human Brain Atlas with high cortical expression within the visuo-motor integration 2 
network (above 1.96 standard deviations) are displayed in the network topological 3 
space. (II) The genes are plotted as a function of the network’s degree centrality. The 4 
genes related to neurodevelopmental disorders are highlighted in matching colours in (I) 5 
and (II). TBR1 gene is represented in red colour and the other three syndromic genes – 6 
CACNB4, MAGEL2 and SCN1A – are represented in darker to lighter blue tones.  7 
 8 
9 
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Figure 3. Pipeline overview. (I) Neuroimaging data. Functional MRI blood 
oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) data of the cerebral cortex was recorded at the 
voxel level for subsequent graph functional connectivity analysis at the node level. (II) 
Visuo-motor integration network. Degree centrality analysis was used to investigate the 
whole-brain functional connectivity of all brain nodes. Then, stepwise functional 
connectivity was used to investigate the connections departing from modal areas with 
the aim of discovering their intersection. Two modal areas were studied: the primary 
visual cortex (represented as yellow dots and as the modal network A) and the primary 
motor cortex (represented as green dots and as the modal network B). The method 
revealed the cortical areas supporting the integration of visual and motor information 
(represented as red dots and as the modal network C). Bottom panel: brain functional 
connectivity graphs derived from resting-state and task datasets were combined with a 
task-activation dataset for building the visuo-motor integration network cortical map. 
Task activation detects the activation changes throughout the cortex and functional 
connectivity points out the connections (links or paths) between cortical regions. (III) 
Brain genetics. Diagram of the genetic expression matrix for the 20,737 protein-coding 
genes from the Allen Human Brain Atlas, across the 68 brain cortical regions included 
in the surface anatomical transformation of the Desikan-Killiany atlas. The brain map 
allows investigating whole-brain transcriptome including the genetic expression levels 
of syndromic genes associated with visuo-motor functions. (IV) Neuroimaging-genetics 
relation. A topographical similarity analysis was done between the visuo-motor 
integration network cortical map and the cortical gene expression map of the syndromic 
genes. This analysis allows localizing the genes with high cortical expression within the 
visuo-motor integration network map (area of the histogram highlighted in red, 
corresponds to similarity scores above 1.96 standard deviations). 
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SI Methods 
Visuo-Motor Integration Task Description 
A finger-tapping task was used as the experimental task-MRI paradigm. The task 
consisted of learning a sequence of alternating finger movements. Colored circles 
assigned one to each finger were used to present the sequence of finger movements 
(color 1: little finger, color 2: ring finger; color 3: middle finger; and, color 4: index 
finger). First, the sequence of movements was presented on the screen at 0.67 Hz, 
followed by a fixation cross that remained for 12.5 seconds, allowing time for the 
participants to reproduce the sequence. Before each sequence, there was a random jitter 
(0-500 ms), the task had eight sequences of movements per condition and there were 
4000 ms of rest after each sequence. There were two task conditions: 1) ordered 
sequence of movements, where the participants performed the following movements: 1-
2-3-4-1-2-3-4; and, 2) alternating sequence of movements where the participants 
performed novel sequences. The sequences were performed with the right hand, the left 
hand and bimanually; the hand condition was counterbalanced across participants. The 
bimanual performance required symmetrical simultaneous movements. Feedback was 
not provided during the task performance or after it. For the purpose of the present 
investigation, only the data related to the ordered sequence of movements and the 
bimanual performance were used.  
Data Acquisition Details 
MRI data from Cohort 1 were acquired on a 3.0 T Siemens TIM Trio scanner 
(Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using an 8-channel head coil. The 
acquisitions covered the whole brain including the entire cerebellum. Firstly, a high-
resolution T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo 
(MPRAGE) images were acquired as structural data (repetition time / echo time 
[TR/TE] =1620 / 3.09 ms, flip angle=15º, 1 mm3 isotropic voxels, 160 slices). Then, T2-
weighted gradient echo echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequences sensitive to blood 
oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast (TR/TE = 3000/30ms, flip angle = 90o, 3 
mm3 isotropic voxels, no inter-slice gap, 49 slices) were used to acquire 244 volumes 
for each task run (right hand run, left hand run, and bimanual run). 
Stimuli presentation and response collection was controlled using Cogent (Cogent 
2000, UCL, London) and Matlab software (MATLAB R2010a, Natick, Massachusetts: 
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The MathWorks Inc.), which was installed in a fixed workstation (screen-resolution 
1080p, refresh rate of 67 Hz). Images were projected onto a screen and then reflected by 
a mirror system attached to the head coil into the subjects’ field of vision and their 
responses were collected by two 4-key response pads (Current Designs, Inc.), one for 
each hand.  
According to (1), Cohort 2 images were acquired on a 3.0 T Siemens TIM Trio 
scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) at Harvard University and the 
Massachusetts General Hospital using a 12-channel phased-array head coil. The 
acquisitions covered the whole brain including the entire cerebellum. Slices were 
aligned to the AC-PC plane. Firstly, a high-resolution T1-weighted multi-echo 
MPRAGE images were acquired as structural data (TR=2.2 ms, TE= 1.5/3.4/5.2/7.0 ms, 
flip angle = 7º, 1.2 mm3 isotropic voxels, 144 slices). Then, functional images 
corresponding to the resting-state scan were acquired using a gradient-echo EPI 
sequence sensitive to BOLD contrast (TR / TE = 3000 / 30 ms, flip angle = 85º, 3 mm3 
isotropic voxels, 124 volumes). For resting-state scans, participants were instructed to 
stay awake and still, with their eyes open and blinking normally.  
Image Preprocessing  
The four initial data time points of the BOLD acquisitions were discarded from the 
analysis to allow for signal stabilization. As abovementioned, for task activation 
analysis (from Cohort 1) only the data related to the ordered sequence of movements 
and the bimanual performance was used, thus, 120 data time points were analyzed. The 
set of images were preprocessed using Statistical Parametrical Mapping 12 software 
(SPM12, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, England; 
www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Standard preprocessing was conducted, which included the 
following steps: (i) the correction of the slice timing differences for interleaved 
ascending acquisitions (using the middle slice, which was the 49th, as the reference 
slice); (ii) two-pass procedure in realignment (registered to the first image, and then 
registered to the mean image) to correct for head motion during acquisition, no head 
motion for any participant's data had more than 2.0 mm of maximum displacement in 
any direction, or 2.0° of any angular motion; (iii) spatial normalization to Montreal 
Neurological Institute (MNI) space (3 mm3 isotropic), which was conducted using the 
mean resliced image as source and the EPI provided by SPM12 as the template; (iv) 
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spatial smoothing using an isotropic Gaussian kernel of 6 mm3 full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM). 
For functional connectivity analysis, task related functional images from Cohort 1 
and resting-state functional images from Cohort 2 were independently preprocessed, but 
the same procedure was used to obtain low-frequency fluctuations of BOLD signal (Fig. 
3A). As for the task-activation analysis, for functional connectivity analyses 120 data 
time points were analyzed, discarding the initial four BOLD volumes. Each set of 
images was processed using a custom in-house developed preprocessing pipeline. The 
preprocessing included the following steps: (i) slice timing acquisition correction for 
interleaved ascending acquisitions (using the middle slice as the reference); (ii) two pass 
procedure in realignment (first registration to the first image, then registration to the 
mean image); (iii) intensity normalization; (iv) nuisance covariate regression which 
included signal detrending (lineal and quadratic trends), applying the Friston 24-
parameter model as a head motion regression model (signal regression of six parameters 
from rigid body head motion obtained from realignment step and their temporal 
derivative, followed by the quadratic conversion of all 12 variables), and applying the 
component based method CompCorr for the reduction of noise (with 5 parameters for 
cerebrospinal fluid signal and 5 parameters for white matter signal); (v) normalization to 
the MNI space (3 mm3 isotropic); (vi) band-pass filtering retaining BOLD signal 
between 0.01 Hz and 0.08 Hz; (vii) data demeaning with mean centered to 0; (viii) data 
motion-censoring step (i.e., scrubbing of the time points with excess motion) was 
performed through interpolation according to (2), with the frame displacement (FD) 
threshold set to FD > 0.5 mm, none of the participants had excessive head motion; (ix) 
finally, for computational efficiency, the data were down-sampled from 3 mm3 to 6 
mm3 voxel size.   
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SI Figures 
Figure S1. Bootstrap resampling approach (I). Resampling-based similarity scores 
histograms of syndromic genes - SCN1A, MAGEL2 and CACNB4 - with genetic 
expression highly associated with the VMI map (using each gene’s median cortical 
expression for the bootstrap resampling analysis). All relevant neuroimaging-genetic 
associations remained statistically significant after FDR correction. 
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Figure S2. Bootstrap resampling approach (II). Resampling-based similarity scores 
histograms of syndromic genes - TBR1, SCN1A, MAGEL2 and CACNB4 - with genetic 
expression highly associated with the VMI map (using random maps for the bootstrap 
resampling analysis). All relevant neuroimaging-genetic associations remained 
statistically significant after FDR correction.
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Figure S3. Gene expression levels of VMI-related genes. Cortical topology in the 
Desikan-Killiany atlas space of gene expression levels of TBR1 (top-left), SCN1A (top-
right), MAGEL2 (bottom-left), and CACNB4 (bottom-right). Color scale represents the 
Allen Human Brain Atlas scores of gene transcripts (minimum = 2% and maximum = 
98%). 
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SI Tables 1 
Table S1. List of genes associated with neurodevelopmental syndromes. The 2 
GeneReviews resource was used for searching the chromosomes impaired in each 3 
syndrome, along with genes affected within those chromosomes (N=80).  4 
 5 
Autism Spectrum 
Disorder 
Dravet  
Syndrome 
Fragile-X 
Syndrome 
Prader-Willi 
Syndrome 
Turner 
Syndrome 
Williams 
Syndrome 
      
      
ADNP CACNA1A FMR1 ATP10A SHOX ABHD11 
ANK2 CACNB4  BP3   BAZ1B 
ARID1B POLG  GABRA5  BCL7B 
ASH1L SCN1A  GABRB3  CLDN3 
ASXL3 SCN9A   GABRG3  CLDN4 
CHD8   GCP5   CLIP2 
CUL3   HERC2  DNAJC30 
DSCAM   MAGEL2  EIF4H 
DYRK1A   MKRN3  ELN 
GRIN2B   NDN  FKBP6 
KATNAL2   NECDIN   FZD9 
KMT2A    NIPA1  GTF2I 
KMT5B    NIPA2  GTF2IRD1  
MYT1L   NPAP1   LAT2 
NAA15    OCA2  LIMK1 
POGZ   PAR1   MLXIPL 
PTEN   PAR4   NCF1 
RELN   PAR5  RFC2 
SCN2A   PAR7   TBL2 
SETD5   PWRN1   VPS37D 
SHANK3   PWS   WBSCR11  
SYNGAP1   SNORD115   WBSCR2 
TBR1   SNORD116   WBSCR22 
TRIP12   SNURF-SNRPN   WBSCR27 
   UBE3A   
      
  6 
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